Dentistry
Speech Therapy
+ Physical Therapy
= Myofunctional Therapy
“The orthodontist said that until her tongue thrust was under control she would NOT put braces on.

I was thrilled to find someone was available locally; especially a hygienist.”

Kate Jarecke
“Once she started seeing Pat, we could see the progress through photos and measurements. We were amazed!”

Amy Peschel
Infant tethered oral tissues
Myofunctional Therapy restores normal oral and facial function and growth with a structured, individualized program.
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“You can see for yourself the difference this therapy has made. I am very grateful the orthodontist was forward thinking and suggested we go this route.”

Kate Jarecke
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Which twin had myo?
Medicine has Physical Therapy

Dentistry has Myofunctional Therapy
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“I have not only seen her teeth grow straighter; I have also seen a decrease in her drooling, improved posture, improved speech and most importantly, improved self esteem”.

Rochelle Geiger
Orofacial toning
Pat works great with children and is great to keep her focused and motivated.

My child loves her and has great rapport with her also”.

Dr. Mark Reida
Facial Changes with Therapy